The “MENTONE” TRAVELLING-BAG

in Berlin Wool and Filoselle

EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED FOR

the "ENGLISHWOMAN'S DOMESTIC MAGAZINE.”
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Grid Size: 170W x 140H
Design Area: 12.14" x 9.43" (170 x 132 stitches)

Legend: Stitches
■ DMC Cotton 310 black
• DMC Cotton White white
⊕ DMC Cotton 307 lemon
≌ DMC Cotton 320 pistachio green - md
★★ DMC Cotton 321 christmas red
☆ DMC Cotton 606 burnt orange-red
★ DMC Cotton 798 delft blue - dk
☆ DMC Cotton 976 golden brown - md
□ DMC Cotton 3861 cocoa - lt
★★ DMC Cotton 3777 terra cotta - vy dk
▲ DMC Cotton 3860 cocoa